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Abstract

The recent crisis has highlighted the crucial role that existing linkages among banks and financial institutions plays in channeling and amplifying shocks hitting the system. The structure and evolution of such web of linkages can be fruitfully characterized using concepts borrowed from the theory of (complex) networks. This paper critically surveys recent theoretical work that exploits this concept to explain the sources of contagion and systemic risk in financial markets. We taxonomize existing contributions according to the impact of network connectivity, bank heterogeneity, existing uncertainty in financial markets, portfolio composition of the banks. We end with a discussion of the most important challenges faced by theoretical network-based models of systemic risk. These include a better understanding of the causal links between network structure and the likelihood of systemic risk and increasingly using the empirical knowledge about real-world financial-network structures to calibrate theoretical models.
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1 Introduction

In the recent years, the issue of resilience of financial systems has occupied center stage in both theoretical and applied research (Allen and Babus, 2008; Hasman, 2012). After the events that culminated with the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers on September 15, 2008, it has become increasingly clear that in order to explain
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phenomena such as contagion and systemic risk in financial markets, new methodologies able to address the deep causes of structural vulnerability of the financial sector were needed (Haldane, 2009; Catanzaro and Buchanan, 2013).

One of the main ideas around which some consensus has been emerging concerns the foremost importance of the interaction structure among banks and financial institutions in channeling and amplifying shocks hitting any single agent in the system (May et al., 2008). In other words, what happens at the aggregate level, i.e. the extent and depth of contagion, may be strongly related to the topology of the web of relationships linking banks and financial institutions in the system (Caldarelli et al., 2013). A better understanding of such a structure should therefore help us in evaluating systemic risk and predicting the aggregate impact of liquidity shocks.

To address these fundamental issues, network theory becomes central (Schweitzer et al., 2009). Indeed, the web of relationships between the main actors of the financial sector (e.g., the interbank market) can be represented as a graph (i.e., a network) where banks are the nodes and edges represent the existence of credit/lending relationships between any two parties. The weight of each edge might be proportional to the magnitude of the exposure between two institutions, while edge directionality may allow us to determine who is the creditor and who is the lender. Network theory allows one to statistically characterize the structure of such graphs and taxonomize them according to their similarity or dissimilarity features (Caldarelli, 2007; Newman, 2010; Jackson, 2010).

A sensible question therefore regards the way in which different classes of topological structures map into higher or lower systemic risk and resilience. This paper surveys recent theoretical work that has been trying to recast this issue in terms of network connectivity. In other words, we focus on a simple research question: does a more connected banking network imply a more stable and resilient financial sector? In particular, we examine simple models that have been trying to explain the robust-yet-fragile property of the system: i.e. why connections can serve at the same time as shock-absorbers and shock-amplifiers. One of the main result is that, when the network is not too much connected, the higher the connectivity of the system, the higher risk-sharing and diversification. However, above a certain connectivity threshold, those connections that before served as a mutual insurance against shocks, can now act as mutual incendiary devices (Haldane, 2009).

We discuss how the relevant literature has tried to explain the various ways in which bank and market characteristics – such as bank heterogeneity, moral hazard, imperfect information, changes in asset prices, and capital and liquidity requirements – interact with network connectivity in determining the stability of the financial
system. More specifically, we focus on theoretical models that aim to describe and explain how contagion and default cascades might propagate when a financial system is hit by a negative shock (e.g. high demand for liquidity or a sudden default of a bank).  

The survey is structured as follows. In section 2, we introduce some very stylized theoretical models that explain how, in a minimal setting, connectivity can determine stability or instability of the financial system. Section 3 focuses on more sophisticated and recent contributions that apply tools stemming from network theory to explain how the robust-yet-fragile property of the system can emerge in interbank networks. In section 4, we study the role played by heterogeneity in influencing systemic resilience, while in section 5, we analyze what happens when we introduce some more realistic assumptions regarding the structure of information available to the agents and the incentives to misbehave that banks might have. We also discuss how, by endogeneizing asset prices and adding capital and liquidity requirements, one can affect the probability and extent of contagion (section 6). Finally, section 7 comparatively discusses pros and cons of the main classes of models analyzed in the survey, and concludes with an appraisal of some of the most relevant research challenges ahead.

2 Connectivity, Coordination and Network formation

For a bank, holding interconnections with other banks always implies dealing with the trade-off between risk sharing and risk of contagion. Indeed, more interconnected balance sheets imply that a negative shock, say a liquidity shock, can be more easily dissipated and absorbed when a bank has multiple counterparties to whom discharge the negative hit. Additionally, connectivity may induce banks to bail out each other in order to prevent contagion, therefore avoiding the intervention of a central planner. However, on the flip side of the argument, a well connected bank will also have a higher probability of being hit by a negative shock through one of its neighbors. Therefore, studying the role of the level and form of connectivity in the interbank credit market is crucial to understand how direct contagion works, i.e. how an idiosyncratic shock may travel through the network of banks and affect the balance sheets of multiple agents.

\[\text{1} \text{We do not cover here the empirical studies done on this subject. We refer the interested reader to the works of Upper (2011) and Hasman (2012) for more details on this stream of (applied) literature.}\]
Existing contributions have explored this issue employing three main types of network structures: directed complete graphs, directed cycle graphs and partitioned graphs. A directed complete graph is a network in which edges are directed and all nodes are connected to each other (see Figure 1). A directed cycle graph, instead, is a network where edges are directed and nodes are connected in a way that they form a single cycle (see Figure 2). In other words, some number of vertices are connected in a closed chain. A partitioned graph is a network where some nodes are not connected (not even indirectly) with all the other nodes (see Figure 3).

Allen and Gale (2000) seminal work is probably the most well-known contribution on the analysis of contagion through direct interbank credit linkages. In their
minimal setting, only four banks are present. Each bank is located in a different region and liquidity shocks are deemed to be negatively correlated across regions. Different demands for liquidity are caused by the presence – in different fractions – of different types of consumers. Following Diamond and Dybvig’s preferences [Diamond and Dybvig, 1983], agents are of two types: early-consumers and late-consumers. In particular, assuming that only three time periods \( t \in \{0, 1, 2\} \) exist, early-consumers prefer to consume their good at \( t = 1 \) while late-consumers prefer \( t = 2 \). However, at \( t = 0 \) their type is not known since the number of the two types of customers fluctuates randomly across regions albeit the aggregate demand for liquidity remains constant. In this context, banks cannot perfectly forecast the total demand for liquidity they will observe at times \( t = 1 \) and \( t = 2 \). This generates an incentive for creating an interbank market to exchange deposits at time \( t = 0 \), before banks observe the shocks. Regions with liquidity surpluses will provide resources to banks in regions with liquidity shortages provided that shocks are negatively correlated across regions. To study contagion, the authors observe what might happen in different network configurations when there exists an excess demand for liquidity at the aggregate level. From a network theory perspective, they consider directed weighted graphs where all edges have the same weights and linkages represents cross-holdings of deposits in different regions. A non-monotonic relationship between completeness and incompleteness of markets is found. In particular, in the case of the directed complete graph, contagion is restricted to only one region, whereas in the case of the directed cycle graph the crisis extends to all regions. Finally, in the case of the partitioned graph structure contagion affects only two out of four regions.

An extension of Allen and Gale’s model is provided in Babus (2005). They study what happens when banks endogenously decide the amount of deposits they are go-

---

2A weighted network is a graph where links are given positive weights that represent the strength of bilateral interactions. In weighted directed network, the weight of the directed link \( i \to j \) may be different from the weight of the link \( j \to i \).
ing to exchange in the interbank market. Also, liquidity shocks are not necessarily negatively correlated across regions. They consider the case where there are six regions (and hence banks) in total and \( \binom{6}{3} \) possible states of the world. In each state of the world, three regions will suffer a high liquidity shock while the other regions will face low liquidity demands. Additionally, banks are affected by an idiosyncratic shock that with a small probability will cause them to default. In terms of network structures, they analyze what happens only in undirected \( k \)-regular weighted graphs, that is in networks where all nodes have the same degree \( k \) (see Figure 4), a link exists if two banks exchange deposits at time \( t = 0 \) and edge weights – representing the amount of deposits exchanged – are endogenously chosen.\(^3\) They assume incomplete information regarding the network configuration. Therefore, when the network is incomplete, there would be two sources of uncertainty. First, banks will not know how many of their neighbors are affected by high liquidity demand shocks. Second, they will not know how many links there exist connecting them with banks of \textit{different types}, that is with banks that face a liquidity shock different than the one they observe. Instead, in a complete graph, the only uncertainty would regard the types of one’s own neighbors. The main result is that banks will allocate their deposits to minimize the loss of value they will incur when one of theirs neighbors is liquidated assuming that the worst case scenario occurs. Additionally, in incomplete networks, the allocation which is \textit{ex-ante} optimal is found to be \textit{ex-post} sub-optimal for any realization of the state of the world except to the worst case scenario. On the contrary, in a complete network, \textit{ex-ante} and \textit{ex-post} optimality coincide since the worst case scenario is realized for any distribution of the liquidity shocks. As a consequence, an incomplete network is not only more risky in terms of systemic risk – as already found in \cite{Allen and Gale (2000)} – but decisions made by banks in terms of their exposures are \textit{(ex-post) sub-optimal}.

Another interesting extension of the basic framework of \cite{Allen and Gale (2000)} is instead explored in \cite{Babus (2007)}. In this model, the link formation process is endogenized and the network is an undirected binary graph where an edge exists only when two banks decide to exchange deposits at time \( t = 0 \). The assumptions are the same as in the previous model, with just a few differences: there are \( 2n \) regions (and hence banks), instead of just six regions (and banks) and liquidity shocks are negatively correlated between regions in a predetermined way. As a consequence, there is no uncertainty caused by the absence of a precise correlation structure of the shocks. In order to simplify the model, the author also assumes that the network

\[^3\]In a directed network, the in-degree (respectively, out-degree) of a node is defined as the number of incoming (respectively, outcoming) links of a given node. The degree of a node is simply the sum of its in-degree and out-degree, i.e. the total number of links of a node.
Figure 5: Complete bipartite graph (example): black edges are given, red edges are determined endogenously.

A formation game is played only between banks of the same type. Instead, banks of different types are assumed to be connected as a complete bipartite graph. That is, each bank is connected to all banks of type different than its own (see Figure 5). Given the information about the correlation structure of the shocks, banks can fully insure against liquidity fluctuations and therefore they need only to prevent losses through contagion. Each bank will choose a network structure where the loss of value they will incur on their deposits when one of theirs neighbors is liquidated is minimized and the loss should not be higher than the maximum amount of the illiquid asset each bank can liquidate without going bankrupt. If that were not the case, each bank would have been better off by staying out of the interbank market. The limit loss is identical for each bank and it is independent of the number of links a bank has. Instead, it depends on the average fraction of early consumers present in the system, which in turn depends on the probabilities of observing early and late consumers in the population. By using the notion of bilateral equilibrium (as introduced in Goyal and Vega-Redondo, 2007), the author shows that the network structures which emerge in equilibrium are very likely to support systemic stability, with a probability of contagion that goes to zero as the number of banks increases. Furthermore, the completeness of the graph is just a sufficient condition for stability, not a necessary one. Indeed, most of the networks turn out to be incomplete.

In order to explore the role played by the type of uncertainty in driving the main results, Freixas et al. (2000) use a similar setting as in Allen and Gale (2000) but assume that the source of uncertainty is not when agents consume but where they are going to consume. Consumers have different preferences with respect to where they are going to be when it is time to consume. There are two types of risk-neutral consumers: travelers who consume in other locations and non-travelers who consume only in their home location. Travelers, if an interbank market is
not in place, will withdraw their money at period $t = 1$ – when they discover their type – and carry it to another region. In essence, in this setting, we have a space-coordination problem, not a time-coordination problem as in Allen and Gale (2000). In this case, banks can decide to create credit lines that give the right to a travel customer coming from, for instance, region $i$ to withdraw when she is in another region $j$, the place where she is planning to consume. Once again, from a network theory standpoint, we are dealing with directed weighted graphs where linkages represent cross-holdings of deposits in different regions. Such credit lines are the mechanism through which contagion can be transmitted in case a bank is not-solvent. Insolvency is caused by the fact that banks also invest in risky projects that may provide a cash flow which is not sufficient to repay the contractual obligation they have with their customers. Therefore, a negative exogenous shock on the risky investments may lead to insolvency and contagion. Three possible configurations of the interbank market are studied: the credit chain interbank funding case (i.e. a directed cycle graph), where consumers are located around a circle with travelers moving to their clockwise adjacent location (as in Salop’s model, see Salop, 1979); the diversified lending case (i.e. a directed complete graph), where travelers spread uniformly in all locations and the autarkic case (i.e. all nodes are isolated vertices), when banks do not have open credit lines with banks in other regions. Notice that credit flows will be in the direction opposite to agents’ movements. Considering what would happen under the different configurations it emerges that, in the diversified case, an insolvent bank is able to share more of its losses with its neighbors. As a consequence, interbank connections allow the system to be more resilient to defaults. However, on the flip side, this also means that market discipline is weakened in the diversified case compared to the credit chain network case since an insolvent bank might be able to survive. In the credit chain network, instead, a smaller loss can trigger contagion with respect to what would happen in the diversified case. Additionally, the diversified lending configuration is always stable when the number of banks is large enough, while additional nodes have no impact on the stability of the credit chain structure. Lastly, the autarkic configuration is proven to be the safest option. However, in autarky, banks will invest fewer money on the risky assets and efficiency would be lower compared to having open credit lines with banks. Therefore, there is a trade-off between having a risky interbank credit market and a safe autarkic payment mechanism that foregoes investment opportunities.

Another possible source of uncertainty concerns the initial endowment of money that each bank receives. In order to investigate whether this may have an effect in the trade-off that exists between risk-sharing and risk of contagion in the design
of an optimal interbank network. Leitner (2005) assumes that at $t = 0$ each bank needs to have an endowment of at least one unit of good in order to be able to invest. Otherwise, it would be impossible to invest in the project. Therefore, in this context, we have an undirected binary graph where a link exists between two agents when they can transfer endowments among themselves and a negative liquidity shock would mean observing an endowment smaller than one. Additionally, the project itself will produce a cash flow only if the investing bank and all its neighbors are investing one unit of good in the project. As a consequence, being part of an interbank market has two effects: on one side, a bank hit by a negative liquidity shock can use its connections to collect enough resources to allow itself to invest in the project; on the other side, a negative shock affecting just one neighbor, preventing it from investing in the project, will also cause all its neighbors to default. It also means that when agents are not linked together, only the one who realizes high endowments will invest and they will not have any incentive in helping unfortunate banks. Instead, when a connection is indeed present, the same agent will help their neighbors, otherwise all projects will fail by contagion. Therefore, an incentive will exist for safe banks to bail out troubled banks, without any action from the controlling authority. In order to make the constraints more binding, the author also assumes that banks cannot commit *ex-ante* to: (i) pay out of their initial endowments; (ii) pay out of their projects’ cash flows; and (iii) invest in their projects. That is, we are in the extreme situation where agents cannot commit to pay anything and where they will invest on their projects only if they can succeed (i.e. if their connected neighbors are investing too). The result is that even linkages that create the threat of contagion can be optimal. Coordination, in this case, will be achieved through a central planner who proposes an optimal allocation of the endowments and an optimal investments vector to the banks. Then, agents decide whether to accept or reject the proposal which would be executed only if all agents accept. Otherwise, if at least one of them refuses, no transfers are made and agents
remain in autarky. The results they obtain are that: \textit{ex-ante}, a fully linked network (i.e. undirected complete graph, see Figure 6) Pareto dominates an unlinked network (i.e. all nodes are isolated) if the probability that – by pooling all available resources together – all projects could be financed is higher than the probability that a generic bank has to be able to finance a project on its own. However, \textit{ex-post} an unlinked network is better than a fully linked network if and only if the realization of the endowments is such that their sum is smaller than the number of banks but there exists at least one agent with endowment higher than one. The reason being that in a fully linked network no investments will take place, while in the unlinked network at least the agent with endowment greater than one will invest. Moreover, also intermediate network structures – i.e. partitioned graphs – are possible and the probability of adding an additional bank to an existing group is found to depend non-monotonically on the probability of observing negative liquidity shocks. It is possible that when the probability of a shock increases, the disadvantage of adding an agent actually decreases. Lastly, when endowments are identically and independently distributed, it is always the case that for a sufficiently large number of banks, the system converges to optimality with a fully linked network whenever the expected individual amount available for investments is greater than one.

3 Connectivity and phase transitions

In order to explain the \textit{robust-yet-fragile} tendency that financial systems exhibit, a good starting point is to develop simple but formal (analytical) models that can explain phase transitions in contagion occurring when connectivity and other properties of the network vary.

A perfect example of such an approach is the model in Gai and Kapadia (2010). The authors study how the probability and potential impact of contagion is influenced by aggregate and idiosyncratic shocks, network topology and liquidity. The framework employed adopts techniques and concepts coming from the literature of complex networks (e.g. Callaway et al., 2000; Newman et al., 2001; Strogatz, 2001; Watts, 2002; Newman, 2003) and uses numerical simulations to illustrate and clarify the analytical results obtained. The authors find that the financial system exhibits a \textit{robust-yet-fragile} tendency. When the probability of contagion is very low, its effects can have widespread consequences. Higher connectivity reduces the probability of default when contagion has not started yet. However, when contagion begins, higher connectivity increases the probability of having large default cascades.

The model portrays $N$ financial intermediaries (i.e. banks), randomly linked
together in a directed weighted network where link weights represent interbank liabilities. Balance sheets of banks are formally modeled and they include, for a generic bank $i$, interbank assets (denoted by $A_{i}^{IB}$) and liabilities ($L_{i}^{IB}$), illiquid assets ($A_{i}^{M}$, e.g. mortgages) and deposits ($D_{i}$, exogenously determined). As an additional simplifying assumption, total interbank asset positions are assumed to be evenly distributed among all incoming links (i.e. risk sharing is maximized). A bank is solvent if and only if:

$$(1 - \phi)A_{i}^{IB} - qA_{i}^{M} - L_{i}^{IB} - D_{i} > 0,$$

where $\phi$ is the fraction of banks with obligations to $i$ that have defaulted and $q$ is the resale price of the illiquid asset (with $q \in (0, 1]$). Furthermore, a zero recovery assumption is made: when a bank fails, all its interbank assets are lost.

Contagion is modeled by randomly defaulting a node in the network and then observing whether a chain reaction starts. Initially, all banks are solvent and defaults can spread only if the banks neighboring a defaulted node are vulnerable. By definition, a bank is vulnerable whenever the default of one of its neighbors causes a loss to its balance sheet such that the solvency condition is no more met. Vulnerability crucially depends on the capital buffer of the bank, which is defined as $K_{i} \equiv A_{i}^{IB} + A_{i}^{M} - L_{i}^{IB} - D_{i}$, and on the in-degree of the node.

Define a vulnerable cluster as the set of banks reached following an outgoing link from a vulnerable bank to its end and then to every other vulnerable bank reachable from that end. Phase transitions occur when the average size of the vulnerable cluster diverges. In particular, phase transitions happen only for intermediate values of average degree and when the initial defaulting bank is within one degree of separation of the vulnerable cluster. Let $\bar{z}$ be the upper bound for the node-average degree $z$ when the phase transition still occurs and $\underline{z}$ be the lower bound. Then, the probability of contagion (i.e. the probability of the average vulnerable cluster size to diverge) is found to depend non-monotonically in $z \in [\underline{z}, \bar{z}]$: for low values of connectivity, the higher $z$, the higher is the probability of contagion and larger the size of the vulnerable component, i.e. risk-spreading effects prevail. For high values of connectivity, instead, the risk-sharing effect prevails. Indeed, when $z$ is too low (i.e. $z < \underline{z}$), the network is insufficiently connected to spread contagion. On the contrary, when $z$ is too high (i.e. $z > \bar{z}$), the probability that a bank is vulnerable is too small and contagion cannot spread since there are too many safe banks. When $z$ is very close to $\bar{z}$, the system exhibits a robust-yet-fragile tendency, with contagion occurring rarely but spreading very widely when it does take place. In addition, once the assumption on the uniform distribution of incoming links is withdrawn,
the authors show that their main results still hold, with the only difference that the window-of-contagion becomes wider since an uneven distribution of exposures makes banks more vulnerable to the default of some of their counterparties for higher values of $z$ than it would have been otherwise. Finally, numerical simulations show that lowering capital buffers both widens the contagion window and increases the probability of contagion for fixed values of $z$. Also, when liquidity risk is added – i.e. the price of the illiquid asset is allowed to vary – both contagion window $[z, \bar{z}]$ and the extent of contagion widen.

In Gai and Kapadia (2010) model, shocks hitting the system were not heterogeneous in size. However, intuition suggests that another possible source of phase transitions in contagion models can come from the size of the shock. In order to address this point, Acemoglu et al. (2013) use a model where the size of the shock is linked to total excess liquidity in the system. They employ a framework where there are again three time periods and $N$ financial institutions (i.e. banks). Banks observe an initial random endowment $e$ and they can invest in a project that requires $e$ units of capital. However, agents cannot use their own financial resources to invest but they need to borrow them. Furthermore, lending and borrowing opportunities are constrained in the sense that a generic bank $i$ can borrow only a given maximum amount of money from a bank $j$ and this relationship does not need to be symmetric. The entire set of such constraints is described by a directed weighted graph where each edge weight represents this opportunity constraint. Borrowing and lending decisions are endogenously determined by the agents and a bank can also decide to borrow from outside financiers. Therefore, the existence of a link does not imply that a lending agreement is indeed active.

The project can be liquidated prematurely at a loss or kept until maturity to $t = 2$. Once a bank invests in a project, it will also be accountable for an additional external obligation that must be paid with priority over the other obligations. Stability and resilience of the financial system are defined respectively as the inverse of the expected number of defaults and the inverse of the maximum number of possible defaults. In terms of network structures, they study what happens in regular directed weighted complete graph, in regular directed weighted cycle graph and in $\gamma$-convex combination of the two. That is, a graph where the resulting weighted adjacency matrix can be obtained as a linear combination of the complete and cycle graphs. As far as the size of the shocks are concerned, they consider two cases. One in which a small shock hits the system and one in which a large shock hits the system. A shock is considered small if its size is smaller than the total excess liquidity.
Provided that total interbank liabilities and claims are above a certain threshold, deliver sharp implications as far as the relation between size of the shock and network resilience is concerned. When a small shock hits the system, the cycle graph turns out to be the least resilient and least stable network, whereas the complete graph is the most resilient and most stable. A convex combination of the two becomes less stable and less resilient as $\gamma$ increases (the higher the $\gamma$, the closer the graph is to the cycle network configuration). Conversely, when the shock is large, the complete and cycle graphs are the least stable and least resilient financial networks. The authors also find that for any $\delta$-connected financial network for small values of $\delta$ the system is strictly more stable and resilient than the cycle and complete configurations.

Such a phase transition occurs because two different shock absorbers interplay when negative liquidity shocks hit the system. The first shock absorber is excess liquidity of non-distressed banks, i.e. a negative shock is attenuated once it reaches banks with excess liquidity. The second absorber concerns the fact that, in weakly connected graphs (as the ones implied by the $\delta$-connected networks), senior creditors can be forced to bear a greater proportion of losses, limiting the spread of contagion. As a consequence, when a shock is large – i.e. the total excess liquidity is insufficient to contain it – the second mechanism of absorption comes into play and creates the phase transition.

Furthermore, the authors also consider what would happen if instead of having a single shock, multiple (identical) shocks hit the network. In such a case, a shock is defined to be small if its size is lower than total excess liquidity divided by the number of shocks and it is considered large otherwise. With multiple shocks, equilibrium regimes also depend on two threshold values for the total interbank liabilities and claims: a lower bound $\bar{\epsilon} > 0$ and an upper bound $\epsilon > \xi$. If shocks are small and interbank liabilities and claims are above $\bar{\epsilon}$, the complete graph would be the most stable and resilient while the cycle graph would be the least stable and resilient. If shocks are large, when interbank liabilities and claims are above $\bar{\epsilon}$ complete and cycle graphs would be the least stable and resilient, while the $\delta$-connected system would be strictly more stable than the complete and cycle cases when $\delta$ is small. Conversely, when interbank liabilities and claims are above $\xi$ but below $\bar{\epsilon}$, the cycle

\[\text{That is, smaller than the product of the number of banks present in the model times the difference between the cash flows obtained from the investments and the amount of the obligations that needed to be paid which are associated with the investment in the project. Instead, if the opposite holds, the shock is considered to be large.}\]

\[\text{A financial network is defined to be } \delta\text{-connected if it contains a collection of banks } M \subset N \text{ for which the total obligations of banks outside } M \text{ to any bank in } M \text{ is at most } \delta \geq 0 \text{ and the total obligations of banks in } M \text{ to any bank outside of } M \text{ is no more than } \delta.\]
graph would be the most stable and resilient, while the complete one would be the least stable and resilient. This last (new) result suggests that – in such specific parameterization – claims of senior creditors will be used more effectively as a shock absorption mechanism in the cycle graph than in the complete graph.

Finally, the model allows for an investigation of the consequences of endogeneizing lending decisions. This is done by permitting agents to determine the structure and terms of their bilateral interbank agreements. As far as efficiency is concerned, results suggest that banks are not able to internalize the effects that their lending decisions have on agents different than their immediate creditors. Therefore, since such financial network externality cannot be internalized by banks, optimal graphs are either too sparsely or too densely connected as compared to what would have been socially efficient. In addition, a second form of phase transition takes place. When long-term returns from the investment project are made partially pledgeable above a given threshold, there are no network effects on contagion since the excess liquidity within the system can be efficiently reallocated to distressed banks. Therefore, regardless of the network structure of the financial system, no defaults will occur.

So far, we have learnt that phase transitions may be strictly linked, in non trivial ways, to average properties of the whole network, i.e. average degree. This seems also to imply that understanding contagion effects on networks should require monitoring the detailed structure of the entire network and its evolution over time. Amini et al. (2012) challenge this idea and develop an analytical model to study the resilience of the financial system. In particular, they observe how a phase transition occurs whenever the magnitude of the shock is above a certain threshold which is in turn determined by the connectivity structure of the financial system. As in the other cases, the interbank market is modeled as a weighted directed graph where each node represents a bank and link weights are interbank assets and liabilities. Banks have stylized balance sheets that include interbank assets, interbank liabilities and other forms of assets and liabilities (e.g. deposits). The net worth of a bank, as given by its capital, represents the capacity of each bank to withstand a loss before becoming insolvent. The capital ratio is defined as the ratio between capital and interbank assets (not total assets). In this framework, the in-degree of a bank would correspond to the number of creditors and the out-degree to the number of debtors. Every directed link represents an exposure between two institutions. Furthermore, a link is called contagious if it represents an exposure that is larger than the capital of the lending bank. They also introduce a resilience measure that is a function of the distributions of in- and out-degrees and on the proportion of contagious links in
the network. When the resilience measure is positive, as long as the initial fraction of defaults is below a certain threshold, no cascades will occur. Instead, when such measure is negative, with high probability any node belonging to a connected set that represents a positive fraction of the financial system can trigger the collapse of the whole system. These results hold without assuming a specific probabilistic model for the degree sequence of the nodes or the balance sheet data of banks as long as some mild assumptions are satisfied. Put it differently, they show that positivity of the resilience measure is a necessary condition for avoiding the collapse of the entire financial system. Shocks are applied to banks’ balance sheets by exogenously reducing their external assets by a certain fraction. Then, they study how the default of a given share of nodes affects the resilience and stability of the financial network. They show that there exists a threshold about the size of the negative shock above which the network becomes unstable and vulnerable to contagion. That is, there is a phase transition that indicates the maximal tolerance for stress of a network.

Put it differently, if the resilience measure is positive, then as the initial fraction of defaults converges to zero, also the probability of having contagion does. However, if the resilience measure is positive, contagious links percolate and we can have global cascades for any arbitrarily small fraction of initial defaults. As a consequence, from a policy point of view, the resilience measure suggests that it is important to monitor only the subgraph of the contagious links. Therefore, it is crucial to monitor capital adequacy of institutions with respect to their largest exposures, i.e. the ones that can cause a bank to fail entirely. This also implies that there is no need to monitor the entire network.

4 Homogeneity vs heterogeneity

In the foregoing sections, we have discussed a number of models that are mainly concerned with the structure of the financial network, but that make fairly simplifying assumptions on the characteristics of banks. However, intuition suggests that bank intrinsic characteristics may play a key role in determining the stability of the interbank market. In this section, we shall therefore analyze how bank heterogeneity, along different dimensions, influences the resilience and the stability of the financial system.

A first dimension along which bank heterogeneity determines the level of systemic risk concerns their size. This issue is studied in Iori et al. (2006), who build a model where bank primary purpose is to invest consumers’ deposits. Resources invested will remain illiquid until the investments reach maturity and investment opportunities
are stochastic and bank-specific. In the system there are $N_t$ banks at each time-step $t$. Each bank observes stochastic liquidity shocks that can cause them to be short in liquidity and for this reason banks form an interbank lending market. The linkages between banks are described by the binary undirected graph randomly generated from an Erdős-Rényi model (Erdős and Rényi, 1960) with parameters $(p, N_t)$ ($p$ is the probability that a link exists). As a result of the random shocks to liquidity, at any $t$, each bank would be either in a borrowing state, i.e. it has a liquidity deficit, or in a lending state, i.e. it has a surplus of liquidity. Then, during the simulation, each borrowing bank will contact, at random, different neighboring lending banks in order to receive enough credit that will allow the bank to pay off its obligations, either towards other banks (i.e. interest rates from previous loans) or towards its depositors (i.e. interests on deposits). For each transaction, the amount exchanged between banks is equal to the minimum between demand and supply. Also, a borrowing bank does not receive the liquidity requested until it has lined up enough credit – possibly from many counter-parties – to ensure that it will not fail during the current period. The matching procedure iterates until no further trades are available. Then, banks left with negative holdings of liquidity or that fall short of their remaining debt obligations default. Defaulted institutions are removed from the system and their assets are distributed to depositors and creditors. As mentioned, banks can be either homogeneous or heterogeneous in their size. In the former case, they all have the same amount of deposits at the beginning of the simulations; while in the latter initial deposits are normally distributed. Fluctuations of deposits during the simulations are modeled in three different ways. In the first case, deposits vary proportionally to the square root of each bank’s size (model $A$); in the second case, deposits vary proportionally to banks mean size (model $B$); and in the third case, banks face identical deposits distributions but differ by a scale factor in their investment opportunities distributions (model $C$).

Simulations show that, in the homogeneous case, model $A$ and model $B$ give qualitatively similar results: increasing connectivity increase stability since more banks – ceteris paribus – survive when the density of the network is higher. Higher reserve requirements, instead, interact non-linearly with the risk of bank failures. Increasing reserves requirements, initially increase the number of failures but after a certain point the effects are reversed. That is, increasing reserves stabilizes banks at the individual level but also reduces the insurance that each institution provide to each other and the amount of resources shared will be reduced. However, when the threshold is set high enough, the individual stability effect completely dominates the second one and the interbank market freezes due to lack of disposable liquidity.
At lower values of reserves, instead, the opposite holds. In terms of contagion, two properties are consistently observed (for a wide range of parameterizations): higher connectivity leads to a slowing down of the rate at which banks fail, i.e. “knock-on” effects from the failure of individual banks are not significant. In the heterogeneous case, increasing connectivity improves the stability of the system, while increasing heterogeneity makes the system more stable in model A but not in model B and C, where heterogeneity makes it more unstable. Once contagion occurs, an increase in connectivity leads to less failures at low levels but to more failures after a certain threshold. Therefore, connectivity stabilizes the system up to a certain point but – whenever defaults start – higher interconnectedness may lead to default avalanches.

Amini et al. (2010) analyze instead the role of heterogeneity due to connectivity in the network. In other words, instead of looking at bank heterogeneity in terms of their sheer size, they focus on the number and size of the connections that banks have (i.e., node degree and exposure sequences are heterogeneous across nodes). As in the previous works, the model portrays N banks and a directed weighted graph representing the financial system. Nodes represent banks, whereas edge weights describe exposures. Node in-degree denotes the number of debt obligations of that bank and node out-degree represents the number of credit obligations. Banks balance sheets are composed by interbank assets and liabilities, deposits, capital and other assets. Finally, capital ratio is defined as the ratio of bank’s capital over interbank assets.

In their numerical simulations, Amini et al. (2010) analyze three cases: in model A, the network is scale free with heterogeneous weights (i.e. exposures). In model B, the network is still scale free but link weights are homogenous. In model C an Erdős-Rényi graph (Erdős and Rényi, 1960) with homogeneous weights is employed. Across the three models, nodes have the same average degree. That is, the total number of links in the three networks is the same. This allows the authors to assess how results change when average connectivity is kept constant but the actual network topology changes along other dimensions. Scale-free networks are obtained using the random graph model introduced by Blanchard et al. (2003). In this model, for a given out-degree sequence, an arbitrary out-going edge is assigned to an end-node i with probability proportional to \( \text{nd}_{\text{out}}(i)^\alpha \), where \( \text{nd}_{\text{out}}(i) \) denotes the out-degree for node i and \( \alpha > 0 \) is a constant parameter. As a consequence, there is a positive correlation between in- and out-degrees with out-degrees being Pareto distributed, and in-degrees being Poisson distributed.

The main result is that the most heterogeneity is introduced, the least the re-

\footnote{More precisely, the distribution of link weights follows a Pareto distribution.}
silence of the network. Indeed, model C is found to be the most resilient. Also, average connectivity turns out to be a too-simple statistics to explain network resilience. Knowing more detailed information regarding the topology of the network, e.g. the degree distribution or the distribution of link-weights, is essential to understand how contagion may evolve. Furthermore, when the network is scale free, there exists a minimal capital ratio such that, below a certain threshold, the number of defaults diverges. Additionally, given the initial default of a single node, the size of the default cascade increases with the in-degree of the initial defaulting node.

Bank heterogeneity in terms of degrees and assets is instead studied by Caccioli et al. (2012), who extend the Gai and Kapadia (2010) model. To explore the role of degree heterogeneity, they replace the usual Erdős-Rényi random graph (Erdős and Rényi, 1960) with a scale-free one wherein node in- and out-degrees are power-law distributed. The network is a directed weighted graph where, once again, edge weights represent exposures (i.e. interbank liabilities and assets). Simulations show that a scale-free topology reduces probability of contagion but does not impact its extent, when the defaulting bank is chosen at random. However, scale-free networks are more fragile when a high-degree node is the target of an attack. Hence, probability of contagion is higher in the case of a targeted attack, even though extent of contagion remains unaffected. The robust-yet-fragile property of the financial system is therefore preserved.

As far as assets heterogeneity is concerned, Caccioli et al. (2012) study how contagion evolves when bank balance sheets are highly non-uniform, that is when the distribution of assets is power-law. The ratio of the total amount of interbank assets over total interbank liabilities is kept constant across nodes. As a consequence of this new configuration, banks are no longer uniformly exposed to the failure of one of their neighbors. Instead, diversification will be less effective in this scenario. When the network is modeled according to an Erdős-Rényi random graph (Erdős and Rényi, 1960) and assets are distributed according to a power-law distribution, the authors observe that the window of contagion gets wider as compared to the case when assets were uniformly distributed.

Combining the two forms of heterogeneity (over both degrees and assets), it is possible to investigate whether the systemic importance of an institution depends on whether it is too-big-to-fail or rather because it is too-connected-to-fail. Results indicate that two different regimes co-exist. When average connectivity is low, the probability of contagion due to the failure of the most connected bank is higher than that due to the failure of the biggest node. However, when connectivity is high, the opposite holds. Since real networks appear to be closer to the second scenario, it...
seems that having banks that are too-big-to-fail is indeed the issue. Additionally, as in the previous cases, the extent of contagion is not altered by assuming heterogeneous assets distributions instead of an uniform assets distribution. In terms of capital requirements, the authors also find that targeted policies that increase capital buffers for few, well-connected nodes are not an effective measure to reduce the probability of contagion when heterogeneity is only on the degree distribution of nodes. However, in presence of heterogeneity on balance-sheet sizes, a targeted policy that increases the capital buffers of biggest banks when average connectivity is high leads to a reduction of the contagion probability.

Caccioli et al. (2012) also analyze what happens when disassortative mixing is introduced. That is, when well connected banks tend to connect with nodes that have few connections, and viceversa. They found that – when an Erdős-Rényi random graph (Erdős and Rényi, 1960) is used – disassortativity reduces the probability of contagion. Instead, assortativity in node mixing increases the instability of the system. The underlying intuition is that, in a disassortative network, highly connected nodes act as a screen reducing the probability of failure of less-connected nodes, with whom they are linked. Instead, in an assortative network, poorly connected nodes would have been linked only among themselves and that would make them more prone to failure in case of the default of a neighbor.

A last source of heterogeneity that has been analyzed in the literature regards default probabilities. To explore this issue, Lenzu and Tedeschi (2012) analyze a case where link formation is endogenous and agents differ in their threshold probability of default: the higher the threshold probability, the higher bank expected profits. The model depicts a discrete-time system where there are \( N \) banks that are interconnected through credit relationships. A bank balance sheet is composed of long term assets, short term debt and equity. Since no liquidity is immediately available in the market it must be exogenously generated. Therefore, liquidity surpluses are generated as positive shocks affecting individual banks, while liquidity needs are modeled as negative liquidity shocks. As a consequence, contagion may arise when a bank is hit by an exogenous negative shock to liquidity.

The authors study systemic risk when two random banks are shocked independently, one with a positive shock on liquidity and the other with a negative shock of the same magnitude. The banking network is analyzed as a flow network, where credit lines are seen as a way to let the liquidity flow from the node with a liquidity surplus to the one that has a shortage. Furthermore, specific constraints on the lending capacities between each pair of nodes are established. These constraints define the maximum liquidity flow allowed through existing links. Therefore, the
flow network is a directed weighted graph where the weight of each edge specifies the liquidity capacity of the link. Transfers of liquidity happen through bilateral lending agreements entered by banks, where the probability that a lender borrows money to another bank depends on the creditworthiness of the borrower – as determined by its expected future profits. Therefore, link formation behaves according to a preferential attachment mechanism where safest and most profitable agents are able to secure more credit lines than weaker banks. Lending capacity, in this case, is defined as being the maximum amount of liquidity that a generic lender $i$ is willing to provide to a generic borrower $j$. The strength with which preferential attachment works depends on a herding parameter that determines the signal credibility of the agent: the higher the parameter, the higher the trust on the expectation about others’ profits. For low values of the credibility parameter, the graph generated corresponds to a random graph with a Binomial (or Poisson) in-degree distribution, where the number of in-neighbors is the number of potential lenders a bank can rely on when additional liquidity is needed. As credibility increases, the graph evolves from an exponential graph, to a scale-free and finally, for high values of credibility, to a pseudo-star. In other words, when credibility is high, herding behavior emerges.

In terms of failures that occur because banks cannot raise any money, the authors find that even though random networks are characterized by a low credibility signal, they are more efficient in re-allocating liquidity – after the double liquidity shock – from banks that have a surplus to the banks that have a shortage. Instead, as the network becomes scale-free with the increase in the credibility signal, banks become more prone to failure due to illiquidity. In particular, there would be just a small number of highly trusted agents, leaving all others with very few credit lines and hence being more exposed in case of negative liquidity shocks.

As far as defaults caused by contagion are concerned, instead, the authors observe that betweenness centrality\textsuperscript{7} and graph diameter\textsuperscript{8} describe pretty well the frequency of default for different levels of credibility. Betweenness decreases linearly with credibility and therefore also re-allocation efficiency decreases, since having more paths passing through the nodes means also that defaults of illiquid banks are less frequent. Defaults for insufficient flow, instead, depend mainly on the diameter of the network. The lower the diameter, the easier it is to transfer liquidity from nodes with surpluses to nodes with shortages. When credibility levels increase,

\textsuperscript{7}Betweenness centrality measures node centrality in a network. It is equal to the number of shortest paths from all nodes to all others, which pass through that node.

\textsuperscript{8}The diameter of a graph is the longest shortest path (i.e., the longest graph geodesic) between any two nodes of the graph, where a geodesic between any two nodes is defined as the shortest path (i.e. the shortest number of edges) that must be traversed to go from a node to the other one.
the network becomes more fragmented and therefore the diameter increases making default cascades more likely. In terms of node median capacity, the authors observe that a sharp decrease in median capacity leads to higher instability. In a random network, different banks have roughly the same capacity, whereas when the in-degree distribution becomes power law, capacity is concentrated in fewer nodes. That is, there will be few very large nodes and many smaller nodes. This also means that only few nodes will be able to transfer liquidity. Hence, most of the nodes do not have access to many lenders and thus will fail for lack of liquidity. The average capacity, however, increases with credibility, suggesting a strong heterogeneity in participants’ size. This heterogeneity leads the system to be more fragile since there exists a positive correlation between heterogeneity and the number of bankruptcies.

5 Imperfect information, moral hazard and bank runs

As we have seen so far, network topology and node characteristics may interact in non-trivial ways to determine the stability and resilience of the financial system. However, the foregoing results strongly depend on two related assumptions. First, financial markets are characterized by perfect information. Second, no misbehavior on the side of banks is considered.

Starting from this observation, a number of contributions have explored setups where either information about the financial robustness of agents is imperfect or banks have an incentive to misbehave.

For example, Battiston et al. (2012a) analyze the issue of default cascades in a model where bank balance sheets are interlinked through an exposure matrix and imperfect information regarding agents’ financial robustness characterizes the financial system. In other words, the network is a directed weighted graph where edge weights represent interbank assets and liabilities which can be either short-term or long-term. This determines two possible externality mechanisms occurring when a bank defaults. First, a default of a neighbor implies a reduction of the lender’s equity. Second, since agents borrow also short-term and information is imperfect, bank runs may lead to fire-selling that will cause a further loss for the agent. The first mechanism is called external effect of the first type, while the second is dubbed external effect of the second type. The model studies $N$ financial institutions (i.e. banks) connected in a credit network. Banks also trade financial obligations with agents outside the interbank market (i.e. depositors). On the asset side, banks have short-term (liquid) assets, long-term (illiquid) assets, interbank
liabilities, bank reserves, and long-term assets such as mortgages or bonds which are not traded within the interbank network. On the liability side, we have short-term debts, long-term debts, interbank liabilities, deposits, and long-term bonds held by the households. The equity base (or net worth) will be determined as a difference between total assets and total liabilities. In turn, the equity ratio of each bank is defined as the ratio of equity over long-term (network) assets and it is used as an indicator of financial robustness.

Imperfect information is caused by the fact that agents know which banks have defaulted but they do not know the exposures to their counterparties and – therefore – they cannot compute their level of robustness. In terms of external effects of the first type, the law of motion that models the equity ratio implies that financial robustness worsens when the number of defaulting counterparties of the bank increases. Additionally, banks are assumed to evenly share their exposures with their neighbors. Given this formulation, the main determinant of default cascades will be the fraction of defaulting counterparties, which will in turn depend on the probability of having $k_f$ defaults among $k_i$ partners. If defaults are not correlated and the portfolio is large, having several simultaneous defaults among counterparties will be quite rare. Default cascades are studied in a case where the graph is regular with degree $k$ and the initial distribution of robustness is assumed to be Gaussian.

Four possible scenarios might emerge. First, a fragile system is prone to systemic default, even if there are no exogenous shocks. That is, cascade size tends to one as the mean of the distribution of the equity ratios of banks (i.e. the average robustness of the financial system) decreases. Conversely, cascade size remains constant with $k$ when average robustness is low enough. Put it differently, the structure of the network and the level of diversification do not matter.

Second, diversification does prevent systemic defaults, but only when the overall financial conditions are not “too bad”. That is, when financial robustness is not very different across agents and the exogenous shocks are not large, increasing connectivity makes the system more resilient.

Third, diversification may lead to an increased systemic risk for a specific range of values. That is, when initial robustness is heterogeneous and many agents are fragile, an increase in connectivity means that the momentum caused by an initial set of defaults will not be dampened and it will indeed trigger a systemic default when diversification is high.

Fourth, when the system is already fragile, diversification has no effect relatively to the exogenous shocks. That is, systemic default will occur regardless of the level of connectivity whenever agents are fairly homogeneous and average robustness is
In terms of external effects of the second type, the authors analyze the case when imperfect information leads to bank runs, i.e. short-term investors do not roll over their debt causing a liquidity problem to the banks. Bank $i$ may be illiquid even if it is still solvent, i.e. even if net worth remains positive. Then, $i$ will need to sell part of its long-term assets, such as securitized mortgages, to cover the value of liabilities to be repaid. Given imperfect information, the authors assume that there is a bank run of all creditors whenever the number of defaults is larger than a certain threshold that increases with the financial robustness of agent $i$. Therefore, by adding the external effects of the second type, a new law of motion for financial robustness will be obtained, where also the role played by fire-sells caused by bank runs is taken into account. When also the external effects of the second type are added, default cascades scenarios change as follows. First, diversification prevents systemic defaults whenever bank runs and large exogenous shocks are absent. In particular, as long as average robustness is positive and that the number of agents is large, there always exists a level of diversification that makes systemic defaults to disappear. Second, when bank runs are present, diversification has an ambiguous effect on systemic risk. The cascade size is first decreasing in $k$ but – after a certain threshold – it increases with diversification. Third, as found also before, when the system is already fragile, diversification has no effect relatively to the exogenous shocks. Additionally, when partial asset recovery is admitted, the system becomes more robust when diversification is small. However, when diversification is large, then there are no differences with respect to the case when there is no asset recovery.

We now turn to analyze models where banks have an incentive to misbehave. Brusco and Castiglionesi (2007) study how the structure of the interbank market influences financial contagion in the presence of both liquidity shocks and moral hazard. In particular, they show that contagion is a rare event since it is optimal to create financial linkages across regions and invest in the long-term asset only if the probability of bankruptcy is very low. The authors analyze first a model where only two banks and two regions are present and then a model with multiple regions (i.e. banks), studying what happens in network structures à la Allen and Gale (2000). That is, the networks are directed weighted graphs where all edges have the same weights and links represent cross-holdings of deposits between different regions.

In the basic model, there are three dates ($t \in \{0, 1, 2\}$), one divisible good (i.e. money), two banks, two regions and three types of assets: (i) a illiquid safe asset; (ii) a gambling illiquid asset; and (iii) a liquid short asset. The latter takes one unit of the good at date $t$ and stores it until $t+1$, keeping the same value. The safe and gambling
assets, instead, generate a profit at period $t+1$. The gambling asset produces higher returns (but only in probability), whereas the returns from the safe asset are certain. Furthermore, the opportunity to invest in the gambling asset is a random variable and—when the returns are positive—a fraction of the profits is not observable by the depositors and it is appropriated entirely by the banks owners. This last feature of the model is what creates the moral hazard problem. Each region contains a continuum of ex-ante identical consumers (depositors) which are—once again—characterized by Diamond-Dybvig’s preferences (Diamond and Dybvig, 1983). This generates liquidity shocks in the regions. Additionally, there is a second class of agents, called investors, which are risk-neutral and are endowed with some units of good at date $t=0$. Investors can either consume their endowment or buy shares of banks which entitle them to receive dividends. In terms of contracts offered, banks can make contingent contracts, specifying the fraction of each dollar of deposit to be invested in the liquid short-term asset and illiquid long-term asset. However, no control can be enforced on whether the bank is investing in the safe or in the gambling asset. Also, banks respond just with limited liability. The authors show that, given bank’s capital and given a contractual obligation of a certain amount of units of good to be invested in the long-term asset, the bank will invest in the safe asset only if the capital of the bank exceeds a given threshold. Therefore, depositors will invest in the long-term asset knowing which is the minimum level of bank capitalization necessary to avoid the moral hazard problem.

As far as liquidity shocks are concerned, we have that the two regions are negatively correlated in terms of liquidity needs. Therefore, banks find it useful to exchange deposits as a coinsurance instrument against regional liquidity shocks since the exchange eliminates aggregate uncertainty and allows the financial system to achieve the first-best equilibrium even when moral hazard behaviors are possible, provided that there is a sufficient amount of capital available. Instead, when the capital available is scarce, there are still parameters configurations where the optimal contracts for depositors will prevent moral hazard only in autarky, but not when financial markets are opened. The reason being that the possibility of coinsurance makes the investment in the long-term asset very attractive, making the depositors willing to accept the risk of their investments being misused by diverting money from the safe long-term asset to the gambling long-term asset. Also, the expected utility generated by the optimal contract will be a decreasing function of the probability of observing the gambling asset and it will converge to the first-best solution when such probability goes to zero (i.e. when there is no opportunity to invest in the gambling asset). Thus, if financial instability is accepted as a consequence of
the opening of the interbank market, it must be the case that instability is a rare event.

The authors consider also scenarios where there are multiple regions and still one representative bank per region. They observe that the results obtained by [Allen and Gale (2000)] are reversed. That is, a more connected interbank deposit market increases the number of regions hit by bankruptcies as compared to the case where an incompletely connected market is considered. Contrary to Allen and Gale, here bankruptcies are caused by the moral hazard problem — i.e., banks investing in the gambling asset — not by an aggregate liquidity shock that is higher than what the aggregate resources of the financial system could bear. Furthermore, in such a case, no contagion would actually occur given the premises of Brusco and Castiglioni’s model, since contracts can be made contingent on aggregate liquidity shocks. The only non-contractable variable is the return on the gambling asset, which is the only source of contagion and financial instability.

The role of bank misbehavior is also analyzed in [Castiglioni and Navarro (2008)], where now returns from investments — unlike in [Brusco and Castiglioni (2007)] — also depend on the network structure of the interbank market, which is represented as an undirected binary graph. The setup still envisages three agents: consumers, banks, and investors (i.e., banks’ shareholders). There are three dates \( t \in \{0, 1, 2\} \), one divisible good (i.e., money) and \( N \) regions. As usual, each region hosts one representative bank and a continuum of risk-averse consumers, which are endowed with one unit of good at \( t = 0 \). Consumers, however, will consume only at \( t = 2 \) and they have to deposit their endowment in the representative bank of their region until that date. Each bank receives a random endowment of dollars, which represents the bank’s capital and it is owned by the investors. An interbank market exists and therefore banks can make transfers across regions. As a consequence, the total amount of capital for bank \( i \) would be the sum of the endowment and of the interbank transfers. The sequence of events is the following: at \( t = 0 \) banks receive their capital and choose the financial network; at \( t = 1 \) banks’ transfers are made and investments are chosen; and at \( t = 2 \) cash flows are realized and depositors are paid. In terms of investments, banks can choose between two different long-term assets: a safe asset and a gambling asset.

As mentioned, unlike in [Brusco and Castiglioni (2007)], here returns from investments depend on the network structure of the interbank market. More precisely, return to bank \( i \) for each unit invested (regardless of the asset chose) is equal to \( f(k_i)R \), where \( k_i \) is the number of neighbors of \( i \) and \( f(\cdot) \) is function such that \( f' > 0, f'' < 0, f(0) = 1 \) and \( f(N - 1) = \rho > 1 \). Therefore, the same amount
invested in autarky (i.e. $k_i = 0$) will yield lower returns with respect to the same investment made in an open interbank market (when $k_i > 0$).

However, a trade-off exists. Connectivity is beneficial in terms of returns from investments, but has a negative effect on the actual probability that the project chosen by a given bank succeeds: whenever a bank fails, also all its neighbors will fail. For example, if we have a fully connected network with $N - 1$ banks investing in the safe project and only one bank investing in the gambling project, the probability of success for each bank will be only equal to the probability of observing returns from the gambling asset. Instead, if autarky would have been chosen, $N - 1$ banks would have been successful with probability one, while only one bank – the one investing in the gambling project – would have been successful with a probability equal to the likelihood of realizing returns from the gambling asset. This implies that the authors assume a very strong form of fragility within the system. Similarly to Brusco and Castiglionesi (2007), the authors show that banks have an incentive to invest in the gambling asset whenever they are under-capitalized. In particular, banks will invest in the safe asset only if bank capital is greater than a given threshold. This cut-off value is decreasing in the number of neighbors of a generic bank $i$, increasing in the number of gambling neighbors and increasing in the probability of success of the gambling asset. In this setting, the authors show that the decision of joining a (possibly) fragile financial networks can be justified (i.e. optimizing) even when the decision is made after that the endowments are realized, not only when there is still uncertainty about them. Therefore, uncertainty on endowments is not a necessary condition to form a fragile financial network, unlike what happened in Leitner (2005).

The model allows one to draw sharp conclusions in terms of optimal network configurations. For example, in the social planner case, a core-periphery structure emerges as the constrained first-best (CFB) solution to the problem. In particular, we have that the core is composed by the banks that are investing in the safe asset which will be all connected to one another. Instead, in the periphery, we will have “gambling” banks that can eventually be connected to some core banks and some peripheral banks, depending on the value of the parameters. That is, the higher the probability of success of the gambling asset, the more connected the periphery will be, since the risk of bankruptcy will be sufficiently low that the advantages coming from portfolio diversification (i.e. $f(k)$) will outweigh the risk of collapse. When, instead, the decision process is decentralized, we observe that core-periphery structures are still achieved (when no bank transfers are assumed), even though they may not be exactly equal to the optimal configurations and – in general – the
investment profile will not be efficient. However, when the probability of success of the gambling asset is high enough, the decentralized solutions are very close to the social planner solutions. Instead, when the probability of success is low, inefficient structures arise in the decentralized case.

6 Financial robustness, asset price contagion, capital and liquidity requirements

In addition to the determinants of systemic risk discussed so far, financial-system stability may be also influenced by the actual portfolio composition of banks. Indeed, the amount of capital and liquidity held by the banks, as well as the effects that endogenous changes in asset prices have on stability, all contribute to determine how negative shocks propagate through the interbank network. This issue is take up in a series of articles, which we briefly review in this section.

A first set of papers (e.g. Cifuentes et al. 2005; Nier et al. 2007) show how asset price changes, liquidity and capital requirements interact with connectivity in determining the resilience of the financial system.

For example, Cifuentes et al. (2005) study how capital requirements on banks can cause perverse effects when portfolios valuations are mark-to-market, mainly because financial institutions do not internalize the externalities entailed in their network relationships. In this setting, they demonstrate that systemic resilience and connectivity are non-linearly related, as it was shown by Allen and Gale (2000). However, more interconnected systems may be riskier than less connected ones under particular circumstances.

The authors consider $N$ interlinked financial institutions (i.e. banks) which are connected through an exposure matrix. Hence, we deal here with a directed weighted graph where linkages represent interbank assets and liabilities. Bank liabilities are mark-to-market and banks are assumed to have limited liability (equity cannot be negative). Also, there is the priority of debt over equity, implying that equity value is positive only if the notional obligations and payments of a bank coincide. Banks are required to have a minimum level of capital ratio, i.e. the ratio of bank’s equity value to the mark-to-market value of its assets must be above a pre-specified threshold ratio $r^*$. When banks do not satisfy this requirement, they can sell assets for cash to reduce the size of their balance sheet and hence reduce the denominator, making the capital-asset ratio larger. In addition, it is assumed that banks cannot short sell the assets and that they can sell their illiquid assets only when all their liquid assets have already been sold. Demand for the illiquid assets is downward sloping. In order
to compute the equilibrium, the authors use an iterative algorithm that determines at each round the set of banks that are oversized or insolvent and then computes the quantity of the illiquid asset that needs to be sold. Given this quantity, the equilibrium price is computed. Then, all banks re-evaluate their portfolios according to the mark-to-market requirements and the algorithm checks whether all banks are solvent under the new price. If that is the case, the process stops. Otherwise, the procedure is re-iterated until an equilibrium is found where all banks are solvent.

Notice that the actual portfolio composition of banks has a direct effect on banks’ intrinsic creditworthiness, resilience to shocks and susceptibility to contagion. This implies that banks with significant holdings of liquid assets are less exposed to fluctuations of the price of the illiquid asset, face lower credit risk and create less externalities on the system when they need to settle their liabilities through selling. This happens because they will be selling more of the liquid asset, which has a fixed price, than of the illiquid asset. This generates less price fluctuations. However, banks do not internalize the positive externalities they have on the system when they hold more liquidity, therefore privately determined liquidity is sub-optimal. Liquidity and capital requirements have several effects on systemic resilience. In particular, liquidity requirements may be more effective than capital buffers in fore-stalling systemic effects, with liquidity and system connectivity that are substitutes for systemic stability for a wide range of parameter values. Furthermore, high liquidity requirements reduce the impact of contagion via the asset-price channel.

Mixed results are obtained as far as system connectivity is concerned. In particular, more connected systems may lead to higher resilience or higher systemic risk depending on the strength of contagion that occurs through the asset prices channel. That is, without this additional channel, increased connectivity is always beneficial, since it reduces the impact of a single default. When prices are endogenously changed, more connections may imply having more actors selling units of the illiquid asset to recover from their losses – especially when liquidity requirements are low – and therefore this may lead to an increased price impact. However, the asset price channel of contagion may disappear entirely when the number of interlinkages is high enough to allow banks to stand the losses only by selling liquid assets. Therefore, the effects of connectivity on systemic risk are non-linear.

The impact of portfolio composition on systemic risk is further analyzed by [Nie et al. (2007)], who employ a simulation model to analyze how the ability of the interbank network to absorb negative shocks is related to: (i) banks’ capitalization; (ii) size of exposures; (iii) degree of connectivity; and (iii) degree of concentration in the banking sector.
In Nier et al. (2007) the interbank system is modeled as a network where the \( N \) nodes are banks and links represent directional lending relationships between two nodes (i.e. a directed weighted graph). The network structure is randomized using an Erdős-Rényi random graph (Erdős and Rényi, 1960). For any realization of the network, individual balance sheets for each bank \( i \) are randomly populated with external assets, interbank assets, bank equity, consumers deposits and interbank borrowings. To study systemic risk, the external assets of a given bank are hit by a negative idiosyncratic shock with size \( s_i \), which wipes out a certain percentage of the external assets’ value. The authors assume priority of (insured) customer deposits over banks deposits, which in turn have a priority over equity. A bank defaults whenever the size of the shock is greater than bank’s equity. Losses are evenly distributed among creditors and depositors (provided the priority rules outlined before). Therefore, contagion may occur when the shock is not fully absorbed by the first bank being hit, and it transmits through the interbank network to bank \( i \)’s creditors. In addition to this basic setting, two extensions of the initial model are analyzed. In the first one, liquidity risk is incorporated in the analysis. An inverse demand function for banking assets is assumed such that when a shock hits a bank, the price of external assets will decline with fire-sales and the total loss suffered will be magnified. In the second extension, a tiered network structure is assumed. In other words, the \( N \) banks are split in two groups. First-tier banks are tightly connected nodes, which have a high probability of being connected among them, and a smaller likelihood of being connected with banks in the second group. The latter banks, which form the periphery, are mainly connected to first-tier nodes.

One of the main results of the model is that lower levels of equity increase in a non-linear way the number of contagious defaults, i.e. for high levels of equity the system is immune to contagion, while when the equity falls below a given threshold there is a sharp increase in the risk of a systemic breakdown. Furthermore, one can show that the bigger the size of interbank liabilities, the higher is the risk of “knock-out” defaults.

As it happens in other models of systemic risk, contagion is a non-monotonic function of the degree of connectivity. Indeed, for low levels of connectivity, its increase enhances the chances of contagious defaults, while for high levels of connectivity, a further increase reduces the probability of a systemic breakdown.

However, connectedness and the level of capitalization interact, i.e. for less-capitalized systems higher connectivity leads to higher contagion, while for well-capitalized systems the opposite holds. Moreover, higher concentration of the banking system tends to make the interbank network more vulnerable. Liquidity has a
similar effect: when liquidity effects are introduced, systemic risk increases.

Finally, as far as network structure is concerned, tiered-structures are not necessarily more prone to systemic risk than non-tiered banking systems.

A second streams of contributions explore instead the role played by the evolution of the financial robustness of each bank in determining how fragile the interbank market is when feedback effects are present.

With this aim in mind, Battiston et al. (2012b) develop a dynamic model of financial robustness where banks are connected in a network of credit relationships. That is, we have a directed weighted graph where edge weights represent interbank assets and liabilities. Financial robustness is defined as the ratio of equity to total assets. This ratio is also used as a proxy for the financial creditworthiness of an agent $i$ and its evolution over time is described using a system of stochastic differential equations (SDEs). The goal is to build a model that can capture two different features of the financial network: financial acceleration (i.e., current variations in equity that depend on past variations in equity itself) and interdependence (financial robustness of an agent depends on variations in the robustness of his neighbors).

Financial robustness is modeled as a jump-diffusion process and it is assumed that neighbors of $i$ react whenever they perceive it went through an atypical decrease. Therefore, the external finance premium charged by $i$’s counterparties does not depend on the absolute value of agent $i$’s financial robustness but on its (relative) variations when perceived as atypical. Furthermore, the sensitivity of counterparties’ reaction and the amplitude of the effect of such reaction are parameters of the model. Sensitivity, amplitude and the size of the variations of the idiosyncratic shocks, all determine the strength of the trend enforcement effect. The higher the ratio of the amplitude over the sensitivity and size of the variations, the more frequently a negative variation in robustness will be followed by another negative variation, implying that the expected time of default of the agent will be shorter. Additionally, in the presence of financial acceleration, the probability of default increases monotonically with the amplitude of neighbors’ reactions. Interdependence, instead, is modeled by considering a set of $N$ agents connected through a network of obligations which is described by an exposure matrix which is also the weighted adjacency matrix of the interbank network. Out-degree of agent $i$ is going to represent the number of counterparties or neighbors that one bank has and it is a rough measure of the degree of diversification of the agent. The authors also assume that the graph is always regular, i.e. all agents have the same out-degree $k$. To take into account the fact that

---

9I.e. the square matrix $W$ whose generic entry $w_{ij}$ represents the weight of the link from $i$ to $j$, and is 0 if banks $i$ and $j$ are not linked in the network.
i’s assets include j’s liabilities and that the value of a bank’s portfolio will depend on the value of the assets of its neighbors, a first order linear degree of dependence between the robustness of the agents is assumed. As a consequence, the average effect of the trend reinforcement depends also on the average level of connectivity as determined by $k$. When connectivity is not high (small $k$), it is unlikely that a bank hit by a negative shock will be further penalized; but, when connectivity increases, the fluctuation magnitude gets dominated by the magnitude of the effect of the penalty (i.e. the external finance premium that has to be paid). Put it differently, an increasing level of diversification $k$ in the network is beneficial at first, since it will imply smaller fluctuations to the portfolio and hence longer time to default; however, beyond a certain threshold of $k$, whenever a bank suffers a relatively large negative shock, the effect of trend reinforcement will kick in. In terms of probability of default, when financial acceleration is absent, such probability is decreasing with $k$; however, once financial acceleration is introduced, diversification is at some point counterproductive and it increases the probability of default. In terms of systemic risk, higher connectivity implies an increase in the correlation of banks trajectories of robustness. As a result, the probability that several banks fail, conditional to the default of at least one of them, is increasing with $k$. Moreover, when the default of an agent has external effects on its neighbors, the probability of multiple defaults is also growing with $k$.

In order to study bankruptcy cascades, the authors assume that when bank $i$ defaults, its neighbors’ robustness will be decreased by an amount which is proportional to their relative exposure. This implies that only small- or large-sized cascades will appear in the system. In particular, systemic risk is not – in general – monotonically decreasing with risk diversification. The financial system is more likely to be trapped near the threshold at which large cascades occur when the diversification is large, and there exists an optimal level of risk diversification that does not coincide with full diversification.

7 Discussion and Outlook

This paper has surveyed recent research trying to explain the ways in which bank and market characteristics – such as bank heterogeneity, moral hazard, imperfect information, changes in asset prices, and capital and liquidity requirements – interact with network connectivity in determining the stability of the financial system.

We have seen that the level of connectivity influences the probability of the system to remain stable. However, the role played by connectivity depends also on how
the structure of the network interacts with additional factors which are specific to the interbank market. Heterogeneity of banks, liquidity and capital requirements, incentives to misbehave and indirect contagion via price changes on common assets are all phenomena that can modify the role played by connectivity within the financial system.

Stylized models, as the ones introduced by Allen and Gale (2000), Babus (2005, 2007), Freixas et al. (2000) and Leitner (2005) all agree that graph incompleteness increases systemic risk and they also stress that having an incomplete network structure is ex-post sub-optimal (Babus 2005), unless the resources present in the financial system are so scarce that every agent would be better off on its own (Leitner, 2005). However, Babus (2007) also stresses how completeness is just a sufficient condition for stability, not a necessary one. Indeed, most networks can still be incomplete but have a low probability of contagion.

More complex analytical and numerical models show how the financial system exhibits a robust-yet-fragile property, specifying in a more precise way how connectivity influences stability. In particular, connectivity and size of shocks interacts in determining how a financial system may move from a state of stability to a state of instability in an abrupt way (Gai and Kapadia 2010; Acemoglu et al. 2013; Amini et al. 2012) and complete graphs could even be detrimental when the total values of interbank liabilities and claims traded within the network are large (Acemoglu et al. 2013).

Banks diversity is proven to be another source of fragility for the financial system (Iori et al. 2006; Amini et al. 2010; Caccioli et al. 2012; Lenzu and Tedeschi, 2012; Battiston et al. 2012a). As show Iori et al. (2006), increasing connectivity is beneficial only when banks have the same size. Instead, when banks are heterogeneous in size, an increase in connectivity may still lead to less failures but only when interconnectedness is at low levels. Above a given threshold, initial defaults lead to avalanches.

Banks can also be allowed to vary in terms of individual connectivity, with degree and exposure sequences distributed according to scale-free power law distributions (Amini et al. 2010; Lenzu and Tedeschi, 2012). However, also this type of heterogeneity is proven to be detrimental for stability. Networks where banks can be heterogeneous in connectivity or size will also suffer in case of shocks that directly attacks too-big-to-fail or too-connected-to-fail nodes (Caccioli et al. 2012). Initial financial robustness can also be heterogeneous across banks. As Battiston et al. (2012a) show, increased connectivity may lead to an increase in systemic risk whenever initial robustness is heterogeneous and many banks are fragile since an initial
set of defaults will indeed trigger a systemic default.

Furthermore, when shocks are caused by the misbehavior of the agents, the role of connectivity structurally changes. As shown by Brusco and Castiglionesi (2007), when a moral hazard problem is present and banks can invest in a gambling asset, having a more interconnected interbank market increases the extent of contagion in case of bankruptcies. Moreover, when returns from investments are a function of connectivity — the higher the connectivity of the node, the higher the potential gains — and banks can gamble, Castiglionesi and Navarro (2008) show that core-periphery structures emerge.

Imperfect information may also exacerbate contagion by inducing bank runs and fire-sells that also change the effects of connectivity on contagion. For example, Battiston et al. (2012a) demonstrate how imperfect information on the exposures of defaulting banks can lead to bank runs and the role played by connectivity is uncertain in such cases. Indeed, the size of the cascade of defaults is initially decreasing with higher diversification but, after a certain threshold, the dynamics are reversed.

Prudential regulation has also an impact on the stability of the financial system. Liquidity and capital requirements, by altering the behavior of banks, have several effects on systemic resilience. Cifuentes et al. (2005) show that when contagion spreads also through the asset prices channel, liquidity can be a substitute for connectivity to increase systemic stability. Also, liquidity requirements are more effective than the ones on capital. As far as connectivity is concerned, we have that higher connectivity may lead to an increase of systemic fragility especially when liquidity requirements are low. However, for high enough level of interconnectedness, the price contagion channel does entirely disappear. The same result about the non-monotonic effects of connectivity is also obtained by Nier et al. (2007), when we consider the level of capitalization of the system instead of the level of the liquidity requirements.

Additionally, when financial acceleration is introduced, it appears that systemic risk is not — in general — monotonically decreasing with risk diversification. Instead, the optimal level of connectivity does not coincide with full diversification since — at some point — increasing a further increase in connectivity raises also the probability of contagion. Furthermore, conditional to the default of at least one bank, the probability of observing a cascade of defaults is increasing with the level of connectivity.

The main conclusion that can be drawn from the papers covered in this survey is that, depending on the assumptions made, average graph connectivity is found
to have a strong impact on systemic resilience. Furthermore, such relationship is almost always non-linear, which implies that policy measures have to be carefully implemented in order to decrease the strength and extent of systemic risk.

Albeit the recent years witnessed a huge increase in contributions dealing with financial networks, contagion and systemic risk, the agenda of relevant research questions seems still full of items. The first point that requires – in our view – a deeper understanding in the very relationship between network structure and systemic risk in contagion processes. Indeed, most of the existing work has been focusing on a crude and necessarily partial proxy of the topological structure of the financial network, namely its overall connectivity (i.e. density or average degree). Many other details of the topological structure may in fact be relevant to explain diffusion and contagion. For example, the distribution of node clustering\(^{10}\) the graph-component distribution or the community structure of the graph\(^{11}\) might all be relevant to understand the extent and strength of avalanches triggered by the default of (or a shock hitting) any single bank. It may be indeed argued that in more clustered graphs, or in networks where there are a smaller and more interconnected number of communities, diffusion may take place more easily.

More generally, more work is needed to map the generic properties of homogeneous classes or families or graphs (i.e. lattices, regular networks, small-world networks, scale-free networks, etc.) into different contagion behaviors. In particular, the role of link-weight distributions, i.e. the heterogeneity of link intensities, should be more carefully scrutinized. In most of existing models, indeed, one assumes that links are weighted in homogeneous ways, i.e. one simply equally distributes aggregate node values among existing links. Intuition suggests that the precise type of link-weight heterogeneity can go a long way in explaining the extent of contagion in financial networks. Since there are not so many models of weighted-directed formation in the literature, this research avenue also requires a deeper knowledge of the network-formation mechanisms, which describes the birth-death of links and evolution of of the associated weights.

This could pave the way toward a better understanding of the different impact that local vs. global network statistics can have on contagion and systemic risk.

\(^{10}\)Node clustering is defined in a binary graph as the probability that any of two partners of a given node are themselves partners.

\(^{11}\)A component of a graph is a minimal subset of nodes that are connected, i.e. for which any two nodes are connected by a path going through the node sof the subset. A community structure is a partition of the nodes of the graph, induced by observed topology, where the nodes in each set of the partition are more strongly linked between each other than they are with nodes belonging to different sets of the partition. See [Newman (2010)](#) for an introduction.
For example, nodes may be central in the network at a local level, because they hold many connections, but being poorly globally central because the nodes they are linked with are themselves of a little importance in the system. Therefore, sometimes it is more useful to have less links but with very important nodes. This trade-off is mostly absent in existing studies (with the exception of Lenzu and Tedeschi, 2012), which mostly explore the role of average connectivity, without looking at global centrality indicators.

Finally, there still seems to exist a large gap between the network structures used in systemic-risk models and real-world evidence. Whereas the literature now features a lot of empirical studies looking e.g. at the empirical properties of real-world (country-specific) interbank markets, a large part of theoretical models still employ very rudimental network structures to describe connectivity patterns among banks. This is legitimate, as one would like to obtain efficiency and optimality results, and in general play with simple structures in mathematically-constructed models that can deliver sharp and closed-form implications. Nevertheless, using simulation-based models, it might be worthwhile to build more realistic models where the financial network is shaped as much as possible as the one that we can observe in the real world.
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